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Abstract
End-to-end speech recognition systems have been successfully
implemented and have become competitive replacements for
hybrid systems. A common loss function to train end-to-
end systems is connectionist temporal classification (CTC).
This method maximizes the log likelihood between the feature
sequence and the associated transcription sequence. However
there are some weaknesses with CTC training. The main
weakness is that the training criterion is different from the
test criterion, since the training criterion is log likelihood,
while the test criterion is word error rate. In this work, we
introduce a new lattice based transcription loss function to
address this deficiency of CTC training. Compared to the CTC
function, our new method optimizes the model directly using
the transcription loss. We evaluate this new algorithm in both a
small speech recognition task, the Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
dataset and a large vocabulary speech recognition task, the
Switchboard dataset. Results demonstrate that our algorithm
outperforms a traditional CTC criterion, and achieving 7%
WER relative reduction. In addition, we compare our new
algorithm to some discriminative training algorithms, such as
state-level minimum Bayes risk (SMBR) and minimum word
error (MWE), showing that our algorithm is more convenient
and contains more varieties for speech recognition.

Index Terms: lattice, transcription loss, end-to-end system,
connectionist temporal classification

1. Introduction
In recent years, deep neural networks (DNNs) combined with
hidden Markov models (HMM) have become the dominant
approach in acoustic modeling [1, 2, 3]. In these hybrid
systems, DNNs compute the emission probabilities of HMM
states. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) add to this by
incorporating self connections from the previous time step. The
hidden state contains a dynamic history information instead
of a fixed-size window on the input features sequence. This
architecture has performed better than traditional DNNs , and
the use of temporal connections has made the use of RNNs
as well as Long Short-Term Memory RNNs (LSTM RNNs)
[4] more suitable for sequence tasks [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
These approaches as well as increased computation power and
amounts of training data have resulted in substantial reduction
of error rate for speech recognition tasks.

However, traditional neural networks based hybrid systems
are also restrict the application of speech recognition systems.
They require extra resources such as dictionaries, which may
be impractical in real applications. In addition, they rely
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on Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) to obtain initial frame-
level labels. The procedure of building GMM system involves
a number of different training complexities which make it
difficult to implement. In recent years, another variant of
systems called end-to-end system [11, 12] has been proposed.
Such systems build the relationship between acoustic features
sequence and their transcription sequence directly, without any
requirement of intermediate components. In [13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18], the end-to-end systems are composed of layers of
bidirectional Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) network which
are trained by connectionist temporal classification (CTC). With
CTC, deep bidirectional LSTMs can be trained directly by using
the log likelihood between input feature sequence and their
transcript sequence. Such systems have achieved better results
than comparative hybrid systems on datasets having thousands
of hours English training data.

Although the CTC based end-to-end systems have achieved
strong performance, the current CTC systems have several
weaknesses. With the CTC function, incorrect transcriptions
are ignored, which implies all CTC paths are equally bad. In
addition, the CTC criterion function is not consistent with the
test criterion. The CTC training function maximizes the log
likelihood between input and output sequences. However, the
test criterion for speech recognition tasks is given by the word
error rate. We would like to use a more direct criterion to train
the model, so that the gap between the train and test criterion
can be reduced.

In this paper, we propose a new lattice based transcription
loss function. This function corresponds better to the target test
results. We evaluate our algorithm on both a small scaled Wall
Street Journal (WSJ) task and a large vocabulary continuous
speech recognition Switchboard task. From our results, we
can conclude that our lattice based transcription loss function
obtains about 7% relative error reduction on SWB task and 6%
relative error reduction on WSJ task. In addition, we compare
and analyze the differences between our algorithm and some
early works focus on task loss estimation [19, 20] as well as
discriminative sequence training algorithms [21, 22, 23, 24].

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows:
In Section 2, we briefly review the CTC function. In Section
3, we propose our lattice based transcription loss function and
compare it to some early works in [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. We report
our experimental results in detail in Section 4, with conclusions
in Section 5.

2. Connectionist Temporal Classification
Traditional neural network based acoustic models are typically
trained using frame-level labels and a cross entropy criterion.
The frame-level labels are often generated by an early GMM-
HMM system. In contrast to this, connectionist temporal
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classification (CTC) [25] maps the input frames to the
associated transcription sequence directly, maximizing the log
probability of the likelihood between all possible alignments
and a target transcription. No prior knowledge about the
relationship between the input and output sequence is required,
nor is any initial auxiliary system.

We denote K as the number of units, and add an extra
symbol φ as the blank unit, corresponding to the null emissions.
Assume x = (x1:T ) is the input sequence and z = (z1:U )
is its output transcription sequence. CTC aims to maximize
lnPr(z|x) , the log probability of the output text sequence given
its inputs.

Given these two sequences, it is difficult to calculate the
above probability directly, since the length of output sequence
z and input sequence x are not normally equal. To solve this
difficulty, a CTC path π = (π1:T ) is proposed, representing
a frame level label sequence. Compared to z, this allows
repetitions of realistic units and occurrences of blank unit. The
additional blank unit means that no labels are emitted. Since the
repetition operations are arbitrary, there are multiple CTC paths
corresponding to the same transcription sequence. We define
the CTC paths set of a transcription sequence z as B−1(z). The
likelihood of this sequence z can be calculated as the sum of
probability of all its CTC paths.

Pr(z|x) =
∑

π∈B−1(z)

Pr(π|x). (1)

Each likelihood Pr(π|x) is decomposed using the output
posterior probability of the softmax layer.

Pr(π|x) =
T∏

i=1

yt
πt
. (2)

where, yt
k is the posterior probability of the label k at the t

frame.
After this process, the log likelihood can theoretical be

calculated. However, traversing all possible paths in Eq. (1)
is computationally intractable. In practice, Eq. (1) can be
efficiently calculated using a dynamic programming algorithm.
We define αt

u as the total probability of all CTC paths ending
with zu at the t frame. Similarly, we define βt

u as the total
probability of all CTC paths starting with zu at the t frame.
By using these two variants, the likelihood probability can be
computed as:

Pr(z|x) =
∑

u

αt
uβ

t
u

yt
zu

. (3)

The derivative of equation (3) with respect to the softmax
layer output yt

k can be calculated as:

∂lnPr(z|x)
∂yt

k

= − 1

Pr(z|x)(yt
k)

2

∑

u∈{u|zu=k}
αt
uβ

t
u. (4)

3. Lattice Based Transcription Loss
The CTC function maximizes the log probability of the output
correct transcription sequence given its inputs. Although
this function considers the sequence information compared
to the traditional cross entropy criterion, there are still some
deficiencies to be considered. First, during optimization,
the incorrect transcriptions are ignored, which implies all
CTC paths are equal. We hope that candidates with higher
correctness are more probable than those with lower. Second,

the CTC function does not directly correspond with the test
criterion. The CTC function uses the derivate of the log
likelihood to optimize the parameters of the neural network.
However, in speech recognition task, the most usual and
standard measure is the word error rate, which is defined as
the edit distance between the candidate transcription sequences
and the correct transcription sequence. In this view, both the
cross entropy criterion and the CTC function are surrogate loss
functions. We would like to use a more direct criterion to train
the model, so the gap between the train and test criterion can be
reduced. There have been some previous works on this, such
as [19, 20]. In this section, we will follow these thoughts and
propose a new lattice based transcription loss function and an
associated optimization procedure.

We denote the input acoustic features sequence, the
candidate transcription sequences and the correct transcription
sequence as x, y, z, respectively. Given these sequences, the
transcription loss L(x) is defined as:

L(x) =
∑

y

Pr(y|x)L(y, z). (5)

Here, L(y, z) calculates the edit distance between sequence y
and z.

Then, substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (5) :

L(x) =
∑

y

∑

π∈B−1(y)

Pr(π|x)L(y, z) (6)

=
∑

π

Pr(π|x)L(B(π), z) (7)

In [20], they use Monte-Carlo sampling to approximate
both L(x) and their gradients. However, we decompose above
equation further, adopting lattice states as the basic variants of
the function.

A lattice consists of a set of nodes representing points in
time and a set of spanning arcs representing unit hypotheses.
A simple lattice example is shown in Fig.1. Each node and its
spanning arc comprises a state. By combining states serially,
we can generate different transcription candidates, i.e. different
CTC paths. We define two property functions for a state in the
lattice. For each state s, we define T (s) as the time index of
state s, and define C(s) as the unit class index of state s. For
instance, as Fig.1 shows, T (S6) = t3 and C(S6) = c.
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Figure 1: A simple lattice example.

For each state s, we can use a dynamic programming
algorithm to access the best forward sub-sequence α(s) and
backward sub-sequence β(s). Here, the forward sub-sequence
and backward sub-sequence for state s represent the output
of the arc sequence ending up with the previous state for s



and starting from s, respectively. For instance, as the Fig.1
shows, α(S6) = φb and β(S6) = cd. A CTC path can be
generated by connecting α(s), a unit k and β(s). We define
Jk as mapping the state s to unit k in a CTC path π. Here,
because state s can be mapped to every unit, if k equals C(s),
the transcription sequence is a major transcription for state s,
otherwise the sequence is a minor transcription for state s. For
comparison, the mapping from state to unit in discriminative
learning algorithm [21, 22, 23, 24] is fixed, and then observing
whether the mapped unit and their corresponding alignment are
same or not.

We substitute the above relationship into above Eq. (7) :

L(x) =
∑

π

∑

k

∑

s∈J−1
k

(π)

Pr(π|x)L(B(Jk(s)), z) (8)

=
∑

s

∑

k

Pr(s|x)L(B(Jk(s)), z) (9)

To differentiate the loss function L(x) with respect to the
softmax layer output Pr(k, t|x), we first use chain rule to
decompose the derivative:

∂L(x)

∂Pr(k, t|x) =
∑

s

∂L(x)

∂s

∂s

∂Pr(k, t|x) . (10)

For the former terms, this can be calculated as:

∂L(x)

∂s
=

∑

k

Pr(s|x)L(B(Jk(s)), z). (11)

For the latter terms, the gradient is :

∂s

∂Pr(k, t|x) = I(T (s) == t)I(C(s) == k). (12)

Here, I(cond) is an indicator function, whose value is equal to
1 if the input variant cond is true, else equal to 0.

Combining these two parts, the Eq. (10) can be rewritten
as:

∂L(x)

∂Pr(k, t|x) =
∑

s

Pr(s|x)L(B(Jk(s)), z)I(T (s) == t)

I(C(s) == k).

(13)

Because the state s in the lattice is certain, we can set all
states having the same probability, so the probability Pr(s|x)
equals 1. In the future, this probability can be set unequal with
each other according to their confidence.

Next, the derivatives passed through the softmax layer can
be computed as:

∂L(x)

∂yt
k

=
∑

k
′

∂L(x)

∂Pr(k′ , t|x)
∂Pr(k

′
, t|x)

∂yt
k

(14)

= Pr(k, t|x)( ∂L(x)

∂Pr(k, t|x) −
∑

k
′
Pr(k

′
, t|x) ∂L(x)

∂Pr(k′ , t|x) )

(15)
As we can see, in our algorithm, different candidate

transcriptions have different loss. In addition, the loss
function is directly related to the word error rate. These
two improvements address shortcomings of the CTC training
approach.

Compared to [20], our algorithm adopts lattice based
methods instead of Monte-Carlo sampling to obtain candidate
transcriptions. This makes the algorithm more suitable for
speech recognition. Furthermore, the lattice contains more
candidate transcription, and they are stored in a compact
way. So the estimate is more precise and the computational
complexity is less.

Compared to [21, 22, 23, 24], our algorithm calculate
the loss directly using the transcription, however, traditional
sequence training algorithms have to generate a fixed frame
level alignments, i.e. numerator alignments. So our algorithm
is more convenient. Furthermore, the mapping between state
and unit in sequence training algorithms is fixed, defining by an
HMM topology in hybrid systems [23, 24] or just the central
phone of state in CTC system [21, 22]. But for our algorithm,
this mapping, i.e. the function Jk(s) in Eq. (9), is arbitrary.
This makes the algorithm containing more variant candidates
for speech recognition.

4. Experimental results
4.1. Experiment setup

In order to evaluate our model, we implement experiments on
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) dataset and switchboard dataset. For
WSJ task, there are 81 hours speech in total. We randomly
select 95% as the training data, and the remaining 5% as
development data. The input features are 40-dim fBank features
with zero mean and unit variance as well as second order delta
and delta-delta coefficients derivatives. In order to compare
with previous works [14, 17, 19, 20], we use eval02 as the
evaluation data. For SWBD task, we select both the 110-hour
subset and the full 310-hour set as the training data and another
3-hour subset as the validation data. We report our results on
the NIST 2000 Hub5. For fair comparison, we construct CTC
baseline system using EESEN [17], an open-source tool based
on Kaldi [26].

Our new lattice based system is initialized by a trained
CTC system. The baseline CTC systems for the WSJ task
have 4 bidirectional LSTM layers. The baseline CTC systems
for the 110-hour SWBD task and the full 310-hour SWBD
task have 4 and 5 bidirectional LSTM layers, respectively. At
each layer, there are 320 memory cells for both forward and
backward layers. For the baseline CTC systems, the learning
rate is 0.00004 initially. At the end of every epoch, the learning
rate is reduced by a factor of 2 if the frame accuracy on the
development set drops. After the CTC training has finished, we
decode the training set, generating the lattices and calculating
the derivative using the above algorithm. Next, the new lattice
based system is initialized with the previous best CTC system
and the starting learning rate is 0.000004. After every epoch,
we will evaluate on the test set, and if the WER increase, the
learning rate is reduced by 2.

4.2. Experimental results for WSJ task

In these experiments, we evaluate our algorithm on the WSJ
task. As mentioned in [17], the CTC based system can be
used to model phoneme or character. In order to confirm our
algorithm, we apply our lattice based algorithm to model both
phoneme and character. For the phoneme-based system, we
adopt the CMU dictionary as the lexicon. We select 72 labels
from the lexicon. In addition, we add noise, short pause marks
as well as a blank. The total number of units for the phoneme-
based system is 75. For the character-based system, we also



extract labels from the word list of the CMU dictionary. The
total number of units is 59, including letters, digits, punctuation
marks and oov marks. As our new algorithm based systems
are initialized by the best CTC system, the architecture of
our modified system is the same as that for the CTC systems
mentioned above.

In order to compare to the discriminative learning
algorithms, we apply sequence training algorithm to phoneme
based CTC systems. The details about discriminative sequence
training algorithms for CTC systems are in [21, 22].

Results are shown in Table 1. In order to have a broad
comparison, we also show the results reported in [14, 17, 19,
20].

Table 1: WER results across systems for WSJ task. Here,
’Lattice based’ represents our new algorithm, ’SMBR’ repre-
sents sequence training algorithm, ’phn’ represents systems for
phoneme and ’char’ represents systems for character.

Model WER% System unit

Lattice based 6.85 phn
Eesen[17] 7.28 phn

SMBR 7.06 phn

Lattice based 6.37 char
Eesen[17] 6.70 char

Graves et al.[20] 8.20 char
Hannun et al.[14] 14.1 char

Bahdanau et al.[19] 18.0 char

Here, the task loss function algorithm [19] and sampling
based expected transcription loss algorithm [20] are similar to
our algorithm, all of which have the goal of finding a more
suitable training function to reduce the gap between the training
criterion and testing criterion. From the results, we can see
that our lattice based transcription loss function systems can
achieve better WER than result achieved by [19, 20] as well
as [14] when we model the character. Compared to baseline
system Eesen, we can achieve about 6% relative WER reduction
in both phoneme and character modeling task. In addition,
we observe that our new algorithm can outperform sequence
training algorithm, achieving 3% relative WER.

4.3. Experimental results for SWBD task

In these experiments, we evaluate our algorithm on the SWBD
task. We test our algorithm to model both phonemes and
characters. For the phoneme-based system, we select 45 labels
from the lexicon including noise, short pause, laugh marks as
well as blank. For the character-based system, the total number
of units is 46. The architecture of our modified system is as
mentioned above. The set for sequence training algorithm is the
same as above.

Results are shown in Table 2. Compared to the baseline
Eesen system, we achieve about 7% relative WER reduction
in both phoneme and character modeling tasks. Comparing
to sequence training algorithm, we achieve about 4% relative
WER reduction.

4.4. Experimental results for varying parameters in the
new algorithm

In this section, we evaluate the impact of hyperparameters in
our algorithm. The most valuable factor in our algorithm is size

Table 2: WER results across systems for SWBD task. Here,
’110h’ represents systems for 110-hour subset task, ’full’
represents systems for full set task, ’phn’ represents systems
for phoneme, and ’char’ represents systems for character.

Model WER%
Training data

duration
System unit

Lattice based 18.5 110h phn
Eesen[27] 19.9 110h phn

Hybrid LSTM[28] 19.2 110h phn
SMBR 19.1 110h phn

Lattice based 22.8 110h char
Eesen 24.4 110h char

Lattice based 14.1 full phn
Eesen[27] 15.0 full phn

Hybrid LSTM[28] 15.8 full phn

of the lattice. In order to describe this property, we calculate
the average number of states per frames to measure the size of
the lattice. When decoding, we select different beam size to
determine the lattice size. We choose four beam size conditions,
decoding and calculating the average number of states per
frames. For these comparisons, we choose phoneme based
systems for WSJ and 110-hour SWBD subset as the experiment
environments and measure the WER.

Table 3: WER results across systems with different lattice sizes.
Here, ’110h-SWBD’ represents systems for the 110-hour subset
task, and ’WSJ’ represents systems for the WSJ task.

Model
Avg #states per frames

1.6 3.3 4.5 6

110h-SWBD 19.4 19.0 18.7 18.5
WSJ 7.10 6.99 6.92 6.85

Results are shown in Table 3. From the results, we can
clearly see that when the size of the lattice becomes larger,
the WER declines at first and then becomes stable. However,
the time cost increases almost linearly with respect to the total
number of states in the lattice. So we can select different beam
size in practice, which balancing between system performance
and calculation time.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we apply a new lattice based transcription
loss function to train end-to-end systems. Compared to
the traditional CTC function, this approach reduces the gap
between the training criterion and test criterion, giving extra
attention to incorrect transcriptions. In addition, the procedures
are less complex compared to prior works. Our new algorithm
replaces the Monte-Carlo sampling method and is closer to the
traditional method in speech recognition. We evaluate this new
algorithm on the WSJ and SWBD datasets. Results show that
our new algorithm obtains about more than 6% relative error
reduction. In addition, our new algorithm achieve about 3%
relative WER reduction, compared to system based on SMBR
criterion.
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